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Themes & Mechanics 

Eternity retains four mechanics from Esparand: 

Epitaph {cost} (When this is put into your graveyard from anywhere, you may pay {cost} and remember it. 

Otherwise, exile it.) 

Consign {cost} (Pay {cost} and exile this card from your hand consigned to target creature you control. That 

creature gains “T: You may cast a copy the exiled card without paying its mana cost.” Consign only as a sorcery.) 

Scry X (To scry X, look at the top X cards of your library. Put any number of them on the bottom of your library in 

any order and the rest on top in any order.) 

Oases 

Oasis is a new land subtype. Some cards care about you controlling an Oasis. 

 

Eternity introduces one new keyword ability: 

Eternal {cost} (You may cast this spell for its eternal cost. If you do, change its text by removing all 

instances of “until end of turn” and exile it as it resolves.) 

On Esparand, time has ceased to exist and only memories remain, and these last eternally. Eternal appears only on 

instants and sorceries and changes their effect to last for the rest of the game. Each spell with eternal only affects one 

target at the maximum, so for purposes of convenience, you may exile the card underneath the affected permanent if 

applicable. However, if the card with eternal is removed from exile, its effect does not end. 

  



A PlAneswAlker’s Guide to Esparand 

Chapter III – Eternity 
 

Niusha ventured into the center of the Storm of Time. In its eye, she found the hourglass that feeds the Storm of Time 

with energy. Using the artifact Mirza created, she destroyed it, and subsequently the storm collapsed. However, 

instead of returning to normal, the flow of time on Esparand suddenly stopped. The plane was frozen into one eternal 

moment and time ceased to exist. 
 

Meanwhile, Auria, the ancient guardian of Esparand, was called back to her home plane, now that the Storm of Time 

and its dark master, who forced her into exile, ceased to exist. But although she is a planeswalker powerful beyond 

mortal comprehension, she is but a light of hope for her people trapped in this unnatural state. Too severe was the 

damage inflicted on the fabric of time. Now, aeons pass and only the stars rapidly move across the sky, and then 

diminish one by one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



























 



 

  



Disclaimer 

I do not own any artworks depicted here. The artworks were taken from various websites and properly credited to the 

artists at the bottom of each card. I do not have any financial interest in making this set and using these artworks 

should be seen as advertisement for the respective artists and their amazing work. However, if you own an artwork 

depicted here and don't want me to use it, notify me and I will remove it. 

Magic: The Gathering is ™ & © 1993-2013 Wizards of the Coast LLC. 

 


